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Let W denote the ordinals less than fin, the first uncountable ordinal; t will 
denote the interval topology for W. It is well known [3, p. 741 that (W, t) is 
normal, countably compact, not metrizable, and not real compact. 
Dieudonne [2] showed that (W, t) admits a unique compatible uniform 
structure %! and (W, @) is not complete. The main result of this paper is 
Theorem 2: (W, t) admits a strongly complete quasi-uniform structure. This 
result shows that: 
1. A uniformizable space can admit a strongly complete quasi-uniform 
structure and not admit a complete uniform structure. 
2. A space can be uniformizable and admit a strongly complete quasi- 
uniform structure and not be real compact. 
3. A countably compact space can admit a quasi-uniform structure that is 
not precompact. (This can not happen with uniform structures.) 
A source of facts on quasi-uniform spaces is the monograph of Murdeshwar 
and Naimpally [4]. 
DEFINITION I. Let X be a nonempty set. A quasi-uniform structure for X 
is a filter @ of reflexive subsets of X x X with the property that if U E a’, 
there exists V E % such that V 0 V C U. 
If (X, t) is a topological space and 0 E t, let 
S(0) = 0 x 0 u (X - 0) x x. 
In [6], Pervin showed that {S(O) : 0 it} is a subbase for a compatible 
quasi-uniform structure for X. We refer to this as the Pervin structure. 
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DEFINITION 2. Let (X, P) be a quasi-uniform space and .F a filter on .Y. 
.F is %-Cauchy [7] if for every U E% there exists .r: = x(U) such that 
C[x] E 9. (X, 4) is said to be complete if every %?-Cauchy filter has an 
adherent point and strongly complete if every ?@-Cauchy filter converges. 
DEFINITIOIV 3. A quasi-uniform structure is R, if, given x E -Y and 
C: E ‘11, there exists a symmetric V E % such that (I’0 I’) [x] C C’[,Y]. 
The above condition was introduced in [Sj. It might be described as a local 
symmetric triangle inequality. In [4, p. 411, it was shown that if (S, ‘) is 
regular, then the Pervin structure is R, . 
In a uniform space, the adherence of a Cauchy filter equals its limit. The 
following example shows that this is not necessarily the case in a quasi- 
uniform space. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let X ={1,2, 3, 4, 5} and II- -={(x,y) :h: <yy). Since 
lz’ 0 JV : tr7, we have that {IV> forms a base for a quasi-uniform structure. 
Denote the structure by @. Set 9’ = {X, (2, 3, 4, 5)). Then .F is a Cauchy 
filter since W[2] E F. It is clear that lim 9 = { 1, 2) while adh .F m_ S. 
It is natural to wonder if there are quasi-uniform spaces, that are not uni- 
form spaces, in which the limit of every Cauchy filter equals its adherence. 
The following theorem shows that such spaces do exist. 
THEOREM 1. Let (X, %) be a R, quasi-uniform space. Jf .% is n Cauchy 
jilter then lim .F == adh .F. 
Proof. Let 9 be a Cauchy filter. It suffices to prove that adh .F C lim .F. 
Let .v t adh 9 and C E P. Since @ is R, there exists a symmetric I’ E # 
such that (I,’ 0 V 0 V) [x] C U[x]. Since ZF is Cauchy there exists a E S such 
that V[a] E 9. We will show that V[u] C U[x]. Since x E adh 9, there exists 
b t C’[x] n V[a]. Now (x, b) E V and (a, b) E V. Let c E V[a]. Then (a, c) E CT. 
Since I’ is symmetric, (b, u) E I’. Thus (x, 6) E I -, (b, u) E I’, and (u, c) E I -. 
Therefore c E (I- 0 V 0 I’) [z] C tr[x]. Hence II~[u] C C:[K], and we have 
I’[x] E .%. Thus x E lim .F. 
COROLLARY. Let (X, @) be a R, quasi-uniform space. (.X7, Xl) is complete ;f 
and only if it is strongly complete. 
It is natural to ask if in a complete quasi-uniform space we have a filter .P 
such that adh 9 f Q, does it follow that .F is Cauchy ? The following 
example shows that such a filter need not be Cauchy. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let X denote the set of positive integers 
SetU,=((x,y):x=y,orx=landy=2n+2k,orx-=2and 
y = 2n + 2k + 1, where k -r= I, 2 ,... j. 
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77, = d u {(1,8), (1,lO) ,... } u ((2,9), (2,ll) ,... }. 
Let B’ = {U, : n = 1, 2,...}. To show g is a base for a quasi-uniform struc- 
ture it suffices to prove that U, o U, C U, for each n = 1,2,... . Let U, be 
given, and (x, y) E 77, and (y, z) E U, . If x = y, then (x, z) = (y, z) E U, . 
Ifx#ytheneitherx=lorx=2.Ifx=l,theny>2n+2>2.Hence 
z = y and we have that (x, z) = (x, y) E U, . On the other hand, if x = 2, 
then y 2 2n + 2 + 1 > 3 and therefore y = z. Thus (x, x) = (x, y) E U, , 
Therefore g generates a quasi-uniform structure which we will denote by @. 
The topology generated by % is compact, since given any open cover there 
exists 0, containing 1 and 0, containing 2. Clearly 0, u 0, contain all but 
at most a finite number of members of X. Hence (X, %) is compact and there- 
fore strongly complete. The sets of the form {n, n + l,...} (n E X) generate a 
filter 9 and 1 E adh 9, but g is not Cauchy. 
In a uniform space, it is well known that the neighborhood filters are 
minimal among the Cauchy filters. This does not hold in general for quasi- 
uniform spaces as the following example indicates. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the space in Example 1. Let M(4) denote the 
neighborhood filter of 4. Clearly J”(4) is the collection of super sets of (4, 5). 
M(5) is the collection of all super sets of (5). It is clear that J(5) is not mini- 
mal among the Cauchy filters. 
THEOREM 2. (W, t) admits a strongly complete quasi-uniform structure. 
Proof. Let 9 denote the Pervin quasi-uniform structure for t. Set 
L={(x,y):x>y}. Let Y={U~L:UE~‘). If AEY, then A3d. 
If UnLEYand V~LEY, then Un VEBand 
(UnL)n(VnL)=(UnV)nLEY. 
If UnLEY,thenthereexists Vcgsuchthat Vo VC U.Thus VnLEz7 
and (V n L) o (V n L) C U n L. For suppose (a, 6) E V n L and 
(b, c) E V n L. Then (a, c) E U. Also, (a, b) EL implies a 3 b and (b, c) EL 
implies b > c. Hence a > c and (a, c) EL. Therefore (a, c) E U n L. Thus Y 
is a base for a quasi-uniform structure. Denote the generated quasi-uniform 
structure by %. We show below that t = tl . Since B < @ we have that 
t,(t,. Let 0 E t* and x E 0. Then there exists L n U E@ such that 
x E (L n U) [x] C 0. Now U[x] is a neighborhood of x with respect to t. 
L[x] = [I, x] = [I, x + 1) is also a neighborhood of x with respect to t. Thus, 
L[x] n U[X] = (L n U) [x] 
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is a neighborhood of x with respect to t. Hence 0 E t and we have that 
t = t$& . 
We now show that (IV, @) is complete. Let U’* -= [I, 91 and let & be a 
C:auchy ultrafilter on W. Let JZ?‘* denote the generated ultrafilter on IV*. 
Since 11’” is compact, there exists w E W* such that w E lim MX. 
Case I. If w E W, then w E lim J&. 
Case 2. Suppose w = Q. Since J&’ is Cauchy and L t 4/, there exists 
.X E TV such that L[x] = [ 1, x] E J&Z’. 
Hence [I, X] E &‘*. Now (x, Sz] is a neighborhood of 9 and since ,&* 
converges to Q we have that (x, Q] E A*, but this is impossible. Hence w c- W 
and by case I, we have that w E lim A. Therefore (IV, @) is complete. 
An alternate proof that (IV, “2) is complete can be given. Let JY be a 
Vauchy ultrafilter on W. Since L E%, there exists x E IV such that 
[l, .x] = L[x] E J?‘. Let +&‘r be the trace of .,4! on [l , x]. Then &i is an ultra- 
filter on [l , x]. Since [I, X] is compact, there exists z E [I, a~] such that 
z E lim J!‘r Hence z E lim J&‘. 
We now show that ?Z/ is R, . Let L n U E 9 and w E IV. Then there exists 
s E IV such that (x, w] C (L n U) [w]. Let 0 == [l, .x], S - (,x, w], and 
T I= (w, Q). Then 0, S, and T are members of t. Set 
and 
VI = 0 x 0 u (iv - 0) >: TV, 
v, = s x s u (W - S) x IV, 
V, = T x Tu (W- T) x IV. 
Then V1 , Vz , and Va belong to Y and hence to 3. It is easy to see that 
2 = VI n V, n V3 
=(0 x O)u(S x S)u(T x T). 
Thus Z E ?Z, Z is symmetric, and Z o Z = Z. Now 
Z[W] = (x, W] C (L n U) [zu]. 
Therefore %V is R, and, by the corollary to Theorem 1, (W, %) is strongly 
complete. 
For additional work on completeness, see Refs. [l, 71. We would like to 
have an example of a topological space (X, t) for which there does not exist a 
compatible complete (or strongly complete) quasi-uniform structure. 
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